Agenda

• 10:00-11:00
  – Progress updates including demos (30 minutes for UIC & UCF each)
• 11:00-12:00
  – Planning trip to record Alex’s voice
  – Planning for January demo integration
• 12:00-1:00
  – Lunch (brought in)
  – Quick tour of EVL (displays, new motion capture studio)
• 1:00-3:30 (with break in between)
  – Planning logistics of January demo
    • Hotel, shipping, venue details
  – Discussion of Oct 2008 demo
  – Publications targets
  – Discussion of Friday plans
• 3:30-4:30
  – Move to different room & wrap up
Oct 2007 Status

- Responsive Avatar Engine prototyped
- Inputs:
  - Text
  - Gestures
  - Avatar
  - Simple camera tracking
  - ELIZA
- Outputs:
  - Lip synch
  - Gestures
  - ELIZA
- Speech synthesis via Festival in progress
- Motion capture studio operational
Concept Sketch for January Demo